Solution Architect & Consultant – Identity and dWeb
The Company
Danube Tech is a global pioneer in the area of decentralized, self-sovereign identity (SSI). We
are building products that enable a global infrastructure for digital identity and create the
foundation for a new generation of fully distributed applications (“uApps”). Among our clients
are diverse public and private sector organizations (B2B/G) around the globe and we are an
industry leader for R&D, standardization and open source development.
Our team is still small, but we are expecting to grow significantly over the next years. Also,
we are moving from a project-based to a product-based business model. To support these
transitions, we are looking for a talented, driven and ambitious Solution Architect with a
passion for technology consulting.

Your Role / Tasks
−

Develop expertise in the field of self-sovereign identity (SSI), design and deliver novel
digital identity solutions to our customers and partners;

−

Drive consulting and software implementation projects for customers from diverse
sectors and industries;

−

Identify, understand and translate customer needs into effective business and
technology solutions;

−

Engage with the global SSI and open source community;

−

Engage with software development / product teams and contribute to the design and
architecture of our solutions;

−

Contribute to our strategic planning in different areas (e.g. product, open source,
business model, pricing, IPR);

−

Create content for internal and external use (e.g. documentation for developers,
memos for customers, blog posts, research papers)

−

Contribute to the development of Proof-of-Concept implementations for showcasing
architectural design decisions;

−

Contribute to our R&D projects and support cutting-edge research to enable the
development of novel products or to improve existing solutions;
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Your Profile / Skills
-

Passion for decentralization, innovative technologies and information systems;

-

2+ years of experience as solution architect or consultant in areas such as security,
distributed systems, cryptographic protocols, blockchain or data management;

-

Bachelor's degree, preferably in Computer Science, Software Engineering or a related
field;

-

Desire to take responsibility and to pro-actively approach and solve challenges;

-

Growth mindset that drives you to learn new things, seek input from others and
support teams working in different fields (strategy, product, software development,
sales, marketing etc.)

-

Critical mind with proven ability to solve complex problems by applying creative
thinking and strong analytical skills;

-

Ability to build, manage and foster a team-oriented environment;

-

Excellent communication and interpersonal skills;

-

Fluent or proficient English skills (written and oral);

-

Familiar with cloud environments like Amazon AWS, Google GCP or MS Azure;

-

Basic software development skills;

-

Flexibility to travel internationally (whenever necessary);

We welcome your application, even if you do not fulfill all of the requirements listed above.

Why Danube Tech?
-

Work in a small, agile team with leading experts for (decentralized) identity
technologies;

-

Work and manage unique projects with prestigious clients from diverse sectors and
industries;

-

We will invest heavily in your training and development to make you a leading expert
in the field of SSI;

-

Pioneer new approaches and standards towards digital identity and develop
transformative insights that can shape the industry;

-

Engage with our global network of industry leaders;

-

Enjoy flexible working hours (incl. home office);

-

Benefit from great career opportunities given our growth plans;

-

Get the chance to acquire ownership in our company;

-

Be part of a company that “is basically building the future of the web” (to quote a
developer who joined us this year);
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Where?
Vienna, Austria. (Vienna was awarded “most livable city in the world”, every year since 2009.)

Interested?
Send your CV to office@danubetech.com.
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